AL-MIRAAJ INTERNATIONAL TOURS N TRAVELS
Call:044-4203 7273 , 0917 616 0055 / 0917 615 9922
Email : almiraaj.in@gmail.com

Oman
Oman Tour Packages - Oman Tour Operators
Contact AL-MIRAAJ INTERNATIONAL Tours And Travels Far East Tour Operators in India for Oman
Tour Packages and Oman Tour Schedule
Are you looking for a travel Oman tour operator. AL-MIRAAJ INTERNATIONAL Tours And Travels is the
Asia's leading far east tours operator in India which normally combines tour and Oman to create
customized tours for you according to your needs. We offer you number of far east Oman tour according
to your preference and choice. One of the most significant aspects of availing services from Bright Star
Tours and Travels in India is that you do not have to worry about anything, anything means anything. You
just have to book a Far East Oman tour package and rest is taken care by the tour operator.
Day - 01
City Hightlights and Muscat By Night :
Visit includes sultan Qaboos Grand Masque , which is a remarkable architectural achievement . As a
contemporary place of worship it serves as a spiritual landmark for oman, projecting the values and
aspirations of the omani people. we continue to the Bait Al Zubari museum which is itself a part of Musct
Heritage. Depart after sunset. drive through the scenic corniche with the sea on one side . Drive past the
Central business district of Muscat and to the Qurum Shopping area where you could visit any of the
shopping complexes.
Day - 02
Historic Nizwa :
Drive through the spectacular Western Hajar Mountains to Nizwa, which was once the capital of oman
and retains its charm its as an enduring remainder of traditional oman. Visit the round tower fort and the
bustling souk.
Day - 03
The Cave Experience :
In this trip you vist the Al hoota caves the lastest spectacle in Oman. Drive through the spectacular
Western Hajar Mountains to Nizwa . Visit the round tower fort and the bustling souk.proceed towards the
Al Hoota caves where you view the stalactites and stalagmites and the underground lake.
Day - 04
End of The Tour :
Transfer to the airport .

